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years out, so that near-term products will not be
discussed.
We will elaborate briefly on the kinds of
communicative and inferential capabilities such PAs will
need, and then examine their social and emotional
capabilities. We will discuss pros and cons for their
evolution and deployment.
In this regard, we will
discuss the kinds of support that could be provided by
the HCI community in building personal assistant
systems that are useful, delightful, functional,
controllable, educational, ethical, and secure.
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Abstract
The purpose of this panel is to explore issues that will
arise in building future personal assistants (PAs),
especially for family use.
In this regard, we will
consider implications of being an “assistant” and those
of being “personal.” The target timeframe is
3-10
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Introduction
Scene: Sometime in the coming decade, at
your house.
So you finally bring home your personal
assistant that has been upgraded to “group
capable.”
It knows your quirks,
your
fondest desires, your habits, your emotions,
everything that a good personal assistant
should. For instance, it knows that when
your jaw is tensed, you are having a bad day
and are going to chew someone out. It’s now
ready to meet your family, which it has
learned about from your descriptions.
However, it has not “met” them in any
respectable fashion. Finally, it knows each
family member has his/her own assistant.

You arrive home, schedule a home meeting
at which you turn on a screen. Your assistant
“Mina” (you aren’t so good with names)
appears on the screen and proceeds to
introduce itself to your family and their
assistants.
At some point, your teenager
won’t cooperate; your jaw tenses…

obligations and rights.
case of assistants.

Assistant systems in early 2016 can engage in limited
spoken language conversations, primarily to answer
simple questions, but also to perform a small range of
functions, such as to book reservations or provide
directions to points of interest.
The dialogues are
mostly of the “slot filling” variety. The assistants make
limited inference about users’ intentions and plans, and
generally do not go beyond providing a literal answer to
a literal question , unless such responses have been
preprogrammed.

What does your assistant do? As with the
“Mad Libs” game, we get to write the ending
to this scene. It could end in a delighted
family learning how they can enjoy the new
assistant in their midst. Or, it could end in
dysfunction.

A few PA systems allow alternative and/or simultaneous
multimodal input, such as touch input, and gestures
(facial and/or body).
Previous CHI meetings have
explored the topic of spoken/multimodal language and
dialogue technologies, so this panel will examine
broader issues that become relevant now that the basic
communication technologies are (perhaps) beginning to
become adequate.

How then do we get the right ending?
By now, many people have tried various “personal
assistant” software applications, including those from
the
major
telephone
handset
and
computer
manufacturers, as well as those offered by the various
automobile companies.
Every day new “capabilities”
are touted in the press (“my assistant can handle this
sentence …”).
Such assistants are becoming more
common for home and family use, and enthusiasm is
building for their use in the so-called “Internet of
Things.”
However, before we become giddy through
hyperventilation, perhaps it’s time we thought deeply
as a community about the trajectory we are on.

Personal assistants as described above have so far
been invoked in order to accomplish relatively atomic
tasks at the time of utterance. They tend not yet to be
able to develop their own plans for accomplishing a
request, given standing orders, or given autonomy to
accomplish tasks on their own.
More generally,
personal assistants don’t yet provide much assistance.
In fact, they don’t yet DO much at all1. Although much
work is underway to expand the “domains” in which
they operate, such domains tend to be artificial
constructions, making cross-domain discussion and
action difficult.
For the next decade, we may imagine
and work toward a world in which the assistants are
empowered as agents to act on our behalf in both an
open physical world and in cyberspace, to negotiate
with other agents, to make inquiries with people who

The basic questions we need to ask are “what can
these PAs do?” and “whose assistants are they?”
Assistance
First, we will distinguish between an “assistant” and an
“agent”. An assistant helps you get something done,
including educating and amusing you,
while we will
say that an agent acts in your stead. For example,
consider a real estate agent, who can list and show
your house,
and in exchange, has certain legal

Clearly, agents are a special

1

With apologies to John Austin and the speech acts literature.

are can perform actions or are thought to know the
answers to the questions at hand, etc.
Approaches to
these capabilities have been attempted previously, but
have not been robust or scalable.
Specifically, in
order to build such a future generation of assistants, we
will need them to:





Recognize the users’ intentions and plans
Act to further those plans
Collaborate with people and other assistants
Engage them in (multimodal) conversations

In carrying on dialogues with people, such assistants
would need to behave in fashion that people expect.
For example, people should be able to request that the
assistant perform an action at some future time, to
which the assistant may reply with a commitment to do
so, and then acts autonomously to fulfill that
commitment.

Personalization
Many products are targeted at providing an assistant
that has been personalized to a given user. In general,
personalization is a complex process involving person
identification via biometric data, attribution of personal
preferences,
representation/encoding
of
people’s
mental states, including dynamic beliefs/knowledge,
goals,
plans,
intentions,
obligations,
etc.
Personalization is enabled by machine learning
technologies, including learning by observation, by
being told, by user demonstration, by (self)
experimentation, etc.
The whole subfield of User
Modeling is relevant here, but is too large a topic to
discuss in this panel.
Personalization interacts with an assistant’s persistence
in subtle ways. The first versions of (simple) assistants
on the market have targeted mobile devices and
automobiles, usually with cloud-based software. There
seems to be a trend, favorable to the vendors, that
there should be one assistant who acts for the user in
every
environment.
When the user is changing

environments, say from walking with a phone to driving
in a car, the same assistant would thus be available in
the second (auto) environment and the conversation
should continue from where it left off. One way to
signal that it’s the same assistant would be to preserve
its voice, personality, and appearance, and especially
the prior discourse context. Yet if the user selects a
different form factor, perhaps one with a screen or a
robot, should the same assistant be available now
embodied as an avatar or robot? How would it be able
to take advantage of the new input and output
modalities?
Now, imagine a situation in which the user leaves the
car and enters the home.
This poses many
unanswered questions, such as how a personal
assistant should act in a family setting?
Should the
assistant have group intelligence? That is,









Should there be a single assistant per user,
per family, per group, per institution? Or a
personal assistant along with a family assistant
that can gather information from the personal
one?
Should an assistant enter into either single or
multi-party dialogues with members of the
group or with their assistants?
Can the assistant be trusted to act as its user’s
“agent”, acting on behalf of the user when
interacting with other assistants or people?
Will the interaction styles of a family be
reflected in those of the family’s assistant(s)?
How should assistants handle conflicting goals
and requests of group members? (Imagine a
teenager who wants his/her own assistant not
to share information with other family
members).
Given the diversity of opinions in families, how
will their assistants built by different vendors
interact? For example, would they interact
through natural language, enabling humans to

monitor their conversations, or interact via
specialized computer languages? Dare we ask
- will there need to be standards?
One topic that will certainly affect family-based
interaction with assistants is that those human-human
interactions are often emotionally laden. The area of
Affective Computing is starting to blossom, and
promises to provide attributions of users’ emotional
states through observation of various signals, such as
from face, voice, stance, etc.
One can imagine many
important but so far nascent applications for emotion
recognition within the personal assistant context. This
leads us to ask:








How accurate is emotion recognition now, and
how accurate does it need to be to take useful
action?
What can be expected of this
technology over the next decade?
What emotional states are important to track?
What sensing modalities and their combination
are optimal?
Can the user be characterized as being in
multiple emotional states to varying degrees
simultaneously?
How can different modes
signal conflicting emotions simultaneously
(e.g., irony)?
How should an assistant react to the emotional
state(s) of the user?
E.g., if the user is
recognized as being depressed, what should
the assistant do?
Should the assistant delay
action until the user is in a happier state?
What if the user appears to be ready to take an
action that would be injurious to him/herself or
someone else?

Privacy, Security, Ethics
The general public is beginning to understand the
tradeoffs with current assistant technologies in terms of
providing personal data to vendors and in exchange for
receiving better performing software. But in doing so,

the user exposes data that can potentially be used in
unanticipated ways. Security and privacy have become
an increasing concern for children’s interactions with
assistant technology. Although sufficient performance
may be available in the next decade to support local
processing, the assistants may still need to interact via
the internet with others.
How do we design the
appropriate levels of privacy and security to enable the
benefits of personal assistant technologies? Do we
need a codified
ethics for assistants (similar to
Asimov’s laws of robotics), which will guide what an
assistant system should/should not do? One group
with which to begin this important discussion is the HCI
community.

Role of HCI Research
HCI research has many important roles to play in
helping to forge useful, usable, delightful, ethical,
entertaining and educational personal assistants.
Relevant research includes (but obviously is not limited
to)
scientific
studies of language and cognition,
investigations of social situations that include software
assistants, and support for individuals with disabilities.
One key outcome of this panel would be to stimulate a
discussion of how relevant HCI research can play a
more direct role in guiding the next generation of these
technologies?

Role of Panelists
The panelists (if there are 4 of them besides the
moderator) will be given 10 minutes for a position
statement. If there are 5 panelists, opening position
statement time will be 7 minutes apiece (assuming
transition time). We expect there will be considerable
exchange among the panelists and especially with the
audience. Thus, we are leaving half the available time
for audience questions.
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